Immediate Attention

DPC/Time Limit

A1/28847/2018

Office of the Chief Engineer,
Irrigation & Administration,
Thiruvananthapuram
Dated: 09/08/2018

From

The Chief Engineer

To

All Chief Engineers/Superintending Engineers/Executive Engineers

Sir,

Sub: Irnn - Estt.- Departmental Promotion Committee (Higher – Technical) for the preparation of Select List of EEs/AEEs (Civil) under Degree and Diploma quota for 2019- Confidential Report called for – reg.

2. Government Circular No. 14811/A1/2013/WRD dated 18.06.2013
3. This office Circular No. A1/1794/2014 dated 06.03.2014

All Controlling Officers are requested to furnish the Confidential Report of the officers included in the lists appended for the last three years of service ending up to 31.12.2017 (ie, from 01.01.2015 to 31.12.2017) with details of declaration of completion of probation in the respective cadres. They are strictly directed to inform the officers concerned to ensure the timely submission of their Confidential Report.

1. List of 53 senior most Executive Engineers (Civil- degree)
2. List of 122 senior most Assistant Executive Engineers (Civil- Degree)
3. List of 13 senior most Assistant Executive Engineers (Civil -Diploma)
While preparing Confidential Reports, the instructions stipulated in the circular cited 3rd should strictly be adhered to. Those who have already furnished their Confidential Reports for any period specified above, are requested to furnish the Confidential Report for the remaining period only. A separate statement with the following details and copy of order declaring completion of probation should also be furnished along with the Confidential Report.

**proforma**

1. Name of Officer :
2. Present post with office address :
3. Father’s/mother’s name :
4. Date of Birth :
5. Date of retirement :
6. PEN :

Signature :

The Confidential Report along with other details should be made available in this office on or before 31st August 2018 by the controlling officers. The controlling officers concerned should inform any laxity on the part of the incumbents or non-availability of Confidential Report of officers to this office within the prescribed time limit. The controlling officers will be held responsible for the laps or delay in submitting the Confidential Report. The officers whose Confidential Report is not submitted in time, will not be included in the Field of Choice for Departmental Promotion Committee.

Encl. 1. List of Executive Engineers (Civil – Degree)
2. List of Assistant Executive Engineers (Civil – Degree)
3. List of Assistant Executive Engineers (Civil – Diploma)

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Chief Engineer
I. LIST OF EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS (CIVIL – DEGREE)

1. Sri. D. Biju
2. Sri. Najeeb. M
5. Kunjamma Antony
6. Geetha. C. K
7. Nizar. A
8. Varghese Mathai. K
9. R. Sivaprasadan Pillai
10. Rekha. R
11. Sherly Sebastian
12. Ajith Kumar. P
13. Mini Raju Sebastian
14. Alice Thomas
15. Helen M
16. Suhasini. P
17. Letha. P
18. P. P. Abraham
20. K. J George
21. Elsy John
22. Hari Gopal. K
23. N. Suresh Kumar
24. Mercy. M. G
25. Unnikrishnan. G
26. Hafsa Beevi
27. R. Ajith Kumar
28. I. G. Shilu
29. Lal Jayakumar. J
30. Maju Balakrishnan
31. Ansamma. K C
32. Sreelatha. S
33. Rajasekharan Pillai. C
34. Thomas Mathew. P
35. Manoj. K. N
36. Sheela John
37. Haran Babu. K. P
38. K. S. Majeed
39. Saju. S
40. Emily. V. D
41. Radhakrishnan. K
42. Südheer. P
43. K. P. Rema
44. Subhadra Devi. B
45. Jayasri. V
46. Rema Devi. M. T
47. K. B. Basánt
48. Manju. S. Maret
49. Sulaikha. A. M
50. Shaheen Hassan
51. Padmakumar. S. S
52. Sajith Kumar. K. R
53. Sudheer. S

[Signature]

Chief Engineer
II. LIST OF ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS (CIVIL - DEGREE)

1. Smt. Sheela. K. R
2. Sri. K.P. Aravindakshan
3. Sri. Saleem. A. G
5. Smt. Soosan Mathew
6. Sri. R. Sreenivasan
7. Sri. Shaji. P. Issac
8. Sugunan. K. N
9. Sri. George Alexander
10. Sri. Anilkumar. V
11. Sri. Balu Varghese
12. Sri. Madhukumar. S
16. Sri. Sivadasan. M
17. Sri. Priyesh. R
18. Smt. Sreekala. C. K
19. Sri. Sinosh. C. S
20. Sri. Muhammed Basheer. P. N
21. Smt. Poorna S. Y
22. Smt. Sindhu. B
23. Sri. Sheenchand
24. Sri. Biny Tomy George
25. Smt. Sheeja A Andezhathu
26. Smt. Suja Gracen
27. Sri. Satheesh. V. S
28. Smt. Sreedevi. P
29. Smt. Suprabha. N
30. Sri. Rajesh. K
31. Sri. Sunil Raj. D
32. Sri. Syamkumar. K. K
33. Sri. Balakrishnan Mannarakkal
34. Sri. Sajeev Kumar. V. S
35. Sri. Satheesan. K
36. Sri. Baji Chandran. R
37. Sri. Arun K. Jacob
38. Sri. Bala Sankar. K
39. Sri. Suresh Babu. C. V
40. Smt. Sudha. M.S
41. Ramesan. S.K
42. Bindhu .K.P
43. Jayarajan Kaniyeri
44. Saji Kumar. T. P
45. Manoj. M. K
46. Subha Lekshmi. R
47. Mohan. I. K
48. Sindhu. K. K
49. Sam Antony
50. Rajan. D
51. Beena Thankam. P. L
52. Nadeer. A
53. Syam T. P
54. Balachandran. P. K
55. Sreekumar. C
56. Anjana. G. S
57. Koshy. P. S
58. Sreelatha. P
59. Shaji. T
60. Tessyomon. K. K
61. Bindhu. S
62. Vinod Mohan. S
63. Shalu Sudhakaran
64. Jyothi Lekshmi. S
65. Sanjeev. P. T
66. Usha Devi. S
67. Nirmala Francis. R
68. Binu Baby
69. Anil Kumar. D
70. Sabu C D
71. Satheesh John. K
72. Sasindran Othayothu
73. Jolly Susan Cheriyan
74. Sivankutty. K.
75. Anjana. S
76. Sheeja. S
77. Sindhu.R
78. Jiji.M.O
79. Resia.P.K
80. Jyothy Mary Chacko
81. Wilson.P.M
82. Hema.N.S
83. Basil Paul
84. Suja.S.S
85. Noorjahan.A.A
86. Beena.N
87. Preethy.P.H
88. Reeeka Beevi.P
89. Besil.J
90. Mollykutty Emmanuel
91. Sandhya.T
92. Yesodadevi.N
93. Susela.R
94. Getha.G
95. Abbas.B
96. Bindu.P.B
97. Balakrishnan.E.P
98. Bindhu.R
99. Shobha.N.D
100. Sheena.A.S
101. Radha Lekshmy.N.R
102. Sandeep.V
103. Beena.K.R
104. Suja.K.S
105. Sreerekha.G
106. Subhash.K.K
107. Mini.M.K
108. Shini.K.K
109. Ajayakumar.R
110. Sandhya.S.G
111. Muraleesh Puthiya Purayil
112. Jisha A.B
113. Sheela Alokkan
114. Saji Samuel
115. Sita Thankam V
116. Levins Babu Cottur
117. Meena Kumari S.S
118. Seena T.O
119. Harikumar M.P
120. Sathiyan K.K
121. Gopakumar K
122. Manju S

[Signature for Chief Engineer]
III. LIST OF ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS (CIVIL – DIPLOMA)

1. Smt. Ajitha. P. B
2. Smt. Ragini. P. M
3. Ananda Krishnan. E
4. Gracemma E L
5. Rajan E A
6. Sajeev Kumar. M. C
7. Unnikrishnan. K. V
8. Jayaraj. T. K
9. Madhusoodanan. P
10. Girilal. S. A
11. Suresh Babu. P
12. Rappai. K. L
13. Suma. A. S

Chief Engineer